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A Study on the utilization of islands for the effective
management of the surrounding seas

1. Purpose
◦ The purpose of this study is to present strategies to manage seas
effectively by utilizing islands in the multidimensional perspectives.
For this purpose, this study analyzes a number of pending issues
regarding islands surrounded by seas, drawing implications from
foreign cases, including Japan, China and Europe etc. It also intends
to suggest multilateral ways to utilize islands, these include, marine
security, ocean economy, marine ecosystem management, marine
tourism resources and as a test-bed for marine science and
technology.

2. Methodologies and features
1) Methodologies
<Table> Characteristics of the Methodologies
Features

Major contents

Basic analysis - Understanding the
status of utilizing sea
areas and current
conditions of islands
- Finding geographic
information of islands
- Studying

Data collection

Reasons for selection

- Statistical data - Studying the status of utilizing
- Relevant data
islands in connection with the
from the
use, conservation and
Ministry of the
development of sea areas
Interior and
- Recognizing the status of
Safety and the
islands surrounding the use of
Ministry of
sea areas
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Features

Major contents
social-economic
conditions of islands

Survey

- Experts Survey

Domestic and - Understanding
foreign case limitations of existing
study
policies and coming up
with alternatives
- Drawing implications of
island management
policies

Expert
seminars

Data collection

Reasons for selection

Oceans and
Fisheries etc.
- Collecting
research
papers &
reports
- 30 experts

- Identifying issues of seas and
islands in Korea
- Prioritizing strategies and
implementation tasks for
utilizing islands
- Areas for improvement in
institutional system
concerning islands

- Collecting and - Understanding limitation of
analyzing
Korean policies for managing
literatures
and utilizing islands,
reestablishing policy
paradigms
- Needs to discover the current
status of island policies in
foreign countries, drawing
implications

- Identifying the status of - Presentation
island management and
by relevant
relevant policies per
experts
each region

- Discussing pending issues and
policy directions with regards
to regional islands to establish
the Master Plan for
Sustainable Use of Islands
(tentative)
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2) Features
◦ This study aims to present measures for utilizing islands for enhancing
the effectiveness of various activities and management policies with
regards to the use, development and preservation of seas in Korea.
◦ To serve this purpose, this study initially investigates domestic policy
trends of Korean sea areas and island management. Following this,
foreign cases of island management and utilization are reviewed in
countries such as Japan, China, Europe & the U.S. Then, pending
issues surrounding the use of seas are analyzed by dividing into the
following perspectives; marine security, diversification of utilizing seas
including island tourism, conservation of sea and island ecosystems,
and legal systems. Hence, the study intends to present measures for
utilizing island considering values, functions, as well as features of
their surrounding seas.
- Existing studies tend to concentrate on island themselves. However,
this study presents alternative policies by dividing islands into several
categories such as ‘resource’, ‘management subject’ and ‘unique
ecosystem’.
- Having identified the interconnectedness of similar and differing
qualities between islands and seas, it suggests comprehensive
measures

for

management.

utilizing

islands

under

the

goal

of

effective
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3. Results
1) Summary
◦ Korea’s marine & coastal management has insufficient policies for
managing and utilizing islands, maintaining a dual system for the
management of islands.
-

In the late 1980s, when Korea started implementing its marine
management policies in earnest, the government suggested balanced
development of the land and islands and the categorization of islands
etc. However, such policies have not been put into practice.

- Korea’s island policies are managed by two different governmental
systems, the Ministry of Interior and Safety and the Ministry of
Oceans and Fisheries depending on whether human settlement exists
or

not.

Policies

for

manned

islands

are

concentrated

on

strengthening the foundation of human settlement while that of
unmanned islands are focused on preservation.
- This results in the values for islands simply being divided into two;
foundation for human settlement and preservation. However, an
island can be applied into more various complex categories of use
such as; strengthening the foundation for human settlement, tourism
resource, environmental preservation, security or maritime safety,
base for resource development and use, utilization for scientific
purposes, and industrial use of surrounding seas.
◦ While Japan and China are developing strategies for utilizing islands
in order to strengthen its maritime jurisdictions, European countries
are implementing strategies for developing smart islands.
- China and Japan have carried out comprehensive research and
investigations into seas to actively manage their jurisdictional waters.
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As a result, these countries have reorganized the legal system to
strengthen the management of islands. Therefore, islands are capable
of

becoming

strategic

posts

for

protecting

marine

territory,

developing marine resources and space, as well as monitoring illegal
use of the islands.
- Recognizing the limitations caused by irregularities of islands, the EU
is implementing policies most suitable for the status of islands. In
addition, it reviews various scenarios of developing islands by 2020,
and even as far as 2030 considering geographical characteristics
advantageous for the development of renewable energy sources.
Therefore, European islands are transforming from energy use free
from carbon emissions to independent and smart ones.
◦ Pending issues of islands with regards to the use of seas are analyzed
by dividing them into the following areas; increasing the need for
utilizing islands following the reinforcement of marine jurisdiction,
hollowing of oceans due to the depopulation and islands becoming
unmanned, improving the use for islands following a changed pattern
of sea use, utilizing islands resulting from increasing demands for
marine tourism, importance of island management in terms of
designating the jurisdiction of local governments and growing policy
demands for a comprehensive management policy of islands in ocean
and fisheries policy.
◦ By combining the results gained from this study, it presents values to
aim for, basic directions and implementation strategies for utilizing
islands for the effective management of seas.
- Aiming values for utilizing islands include improving the values of
marine territory, enhancing the value of coexistence between islands
and oceans and increasing the benefits of oceans and islands. Basic
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directions for realizing these values include ‘strengthening the
connection between seas and islands’, ‘customized utilization of
oceans-islands’ and ‘cooperative utilization of oceans-islands’.
- Suggested strategies for utilizing islands are as follows; strengthening
the usage of the most remote islands in order to bolster national
jurisdiction of oceans, managing and utilizing the bordering seas of
the Yellow Sea and East Sea as well as adjacent seas under the
jurisdiction of local governments, diversifying the utilization of
islands within the seas to serve as a base for marine activities,
application of islands for the promotion of marine tourism and
preservation of the environment, as well as island ecosystems and
their surrounding seas.

2) Policy contribution
◦ As part of marine management policy, this study presents a new
paradigm for utilizing islands by suggesting a basic direction, 5
strategies and 20 actions as policy directions for island management
and utilization.
◦ It provides a ground for discussion to reposition islands from outskirts
of the oceans to the center for sustainable development and
generating marine benefits. In doing so, it is able to fully manage and
utilize values and functions of islands.
◦

Having revised and supplemented existing studies and drawn
mid-to-long term policies, this study can be utilized for establishing
plans and alternative policies for the new government’s policy tasks.

3) Expected benefits
◦ It contributes to the development of integrated and converged policy
measures for managing islands which can strengthen the connection
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between the values and functions of islands as well as oceans.
◦ The study contributes to a policy shift for establishing a utilization
model for islands which are located at military and industrial waters
along with islands initiating waters. These islands will promote a new
marine industry and support marine safety and security.
◦ Various measures will be implemented for scientific and technological
use of islands. For this purpose, the study will promote R&D for
developing scientific and technological development of islands so that
marine environmental changes on the globe can be constantly
monitored such as climate change etc. In addition, the following
technologies will be comprehensively implemented; monitoring of the
changes of sea levels, shorelines, and low-water lines, technological
development

for

protecting

the

environments

of

islands

and

surrounding seas, marine renewable energy and technology related to
marine structures.
◦ It contributes to the establishment of governance for utilizing and
managing islands in order to systematically develop and implement
policy measures that will bring the value of islands and oceans alive.

